More Services for the
Data Contributors
to National Trade Credit Report
Contribute your A/R data to NACM Connect
and you are eligible for these three services:

Account Monitoring
► Be

alerted when accounts have gone past due.
► Be alerted when an account has been reported by a credit
group member.
► Be alerted when someone has reported them for bankruptcy.
► You set the criteria!

For example, you could set up an alert when one of your customers
is $500 or more past due over 60 days with another member.
When you see the “red flag” on your web page, check the credit report
on your customer to receive more details.
This is a FREE SERVICE available to data contributors only.*
*If you pull a credit report on a customer, you will be charged for the credit report at your contracted price.

Credit Reference Service

Eliminates the workload of responding to credit reference inquiries.
How it works:
► Companies with credit reference requests are directed
to the NACM Connect website.
► After giving identifying information, the inquiring company
can access limited data.
► Ability to monitor who is accessing your information and how often.
► You can set limits as to the number of references pulled each day
by each company or block specific companies.
Only 30 cents per inquiry!

Portfolio Risk Analysis Tool
► Free

monthly benchmarking & segmentation by statistical
risk class.
► Compare performance against industry credit group(s),
industry overall & entire group of NTCR participants.
► Drill down into details of specific customers at each credit risk
classification and balances which can be exported to Excel.
► Create custom PDF presentation-worthy reports for management.
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